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Abstract

Biomimesis is the science that incorporates or mimics the
model; structure and working of nature.The working
mechanisms of natural elements such as efficiency, durability,
adaptability and self-healing capability have always intrigued
designers and engineers. This scientific integration has been
useful in solving complex real life problems mainly selfrepairing abilities, multifunctional coatings, environmental
exposure tolerance and resistance, energy crisis, etc. By
studying this art of life we can enhance the working of our
existing mechanical modules. For instance, maple seeds use
aerodynamic principles to disperse themselves into the wind
over long distances, they rotate while falling off and eventually
this spin stabilises the descent even under the influence of
strong wind velocities. The centre of gravity of the wing shaped
seed is determined by the positioning of the heavy nut located
at the base, which helps in maintaining a lift even with slow
velocity. This technique has been used in developing helicopter
blades, gliders, aircrafts and drones. Despite the technological
advancements in the field of science, engineers and scientists
are having difficulty in solving complex engineering and
survival problems. Innovating with Bio inspired solutions will
help us not only to solve such problems but also to address the
concerns of climate change. This paper reviews the existing
technologies used in biologically synthesizing the
nanomaterials and their highly efficient properties. A thorough
report on various categories of biomimetics will also be studied.
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